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Summary. The aim of this chapter is to review direct (non-iterative) anomaly de-
tection algorithms that take advantage of the smallness of the ultrasound anomalies.
In particular, we numerically investigate their stability with respect to medium and
measurement noises as well as their resolution.

1.1 Introduction

Ultrasound imaging is a noninvasive, easily portable, and relatively inexpen-
sive diagnostic modality which finds extensive use in the clinic. The major
clinical applications of ultrasound include many aspects of obstetrics and gy-
necology involving the assessment of fetal health, intra-abdominal imaging of
the liver, kidney, and the detection of compromised blood flow in veins and
arteries.

Operating typically at frequencies between 1 and 10 MHz, ultrasound
imaging produces images via the backscattering of mechanical energy from
interfaces between tissues and small structures within tissue. It has high spa-
tial resolution, particularly at high frequencies, and involves no ionizing radi-
ation. The weaknesses of the technique include the relatively poor soft-tissue
contrast and the fact that gas and bone impede the passage of ultrasound
waves, meaning that certain organs can not easily be imaged.

In this chapter, we review recent developments in the mathematical and
numerical modelling of ultrasound anomaly detection at a fixed or multiple
frequencies [1,3,6,7,9,11,12,20]. We construct different direct (non-iterative)
anomaly detection algorithms that take advantage of the smallness of the ul-
trasound anomalies. In particular, MUltiple Signal Classification algorithm
(MUSIC), backpropagation, Kirchhoff migration, and topological derivative
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are investigated. Direct algorithms provide quite robust and accurate recon-
struction of the location and of some geometric features of the anomalies, even
with moderately noisy data. We numerically illustrate their stability with re-
spect to medium and measurement noises as well as their resolution.

We also investigate multifrequency imaging. We illustrate that in the pres-
ence of (independent and identically distributed) measurement noises sum-
ming over frequencies a given imaging functional yields an improvement in
the signal-to-noise ratio. However, if some correlation between frequency-
dependent measurements exists, for example because of a medium noise, then
summing over frequencies an imaging functional may not be appropriate. A
single-frequency imaging functional at the frequency which maximizes the
signal-to-noise ratio may give a better reconstruction.

When the acoustic medium is randomly heterogeneous, travel times cannot
be known with accuracy so that images obtained with reverse time migration
are noisy and not statistically stable, that is, they change with the realization
of the random medium. Coherent Interferometry (CINT) has been shown to
achieve a good compromise between resolution and deblurring for imaging
in noisy environments from multiple frequency measurements [13, 14]. CINT
consists of backpropagating the cross correlations of the recorded signals over
appropriate space-time or space-frequency windows rather than the signals
themselves. We provide a CINT strategy in ultrasound imaging.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 we formulate a model
problem and recall an asymptotic expansion of the boundary pressure per-
turbations due to small acoustic anomalies. In Section 1.3 we review direct
imaging algorithms from measurements at fixed or multiple frequencies based
on the asymptotic expansion. In Section 1.4 we perform a variety of numerical
tests to compare the performance of the developed direct imaging algorithms
in terms of resolution and stability with respect to measurement and medium
noises.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Consider an acoustic anomaly with constant bulk modulus K and volumetric
mass density ρ. The background medium Ω ⊂ R

d is smooth and homogeneous
with bulk modulus and density equal to one. Suppose that the operating
frequency ω is such that ω2 is not an eigenvalue for the operator −∆ in
L2(Ω) with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The scalar acoustic
pressure u generated by the Neumann data g in the presence of the anomaly
D is the solution to the Helmholtz equation:










∇ ·
(

1Ω\D(x) + ρ−11D(x)
)

∇u + ω2
(

1Ω\D(x) + K−11D(x)
)

u = 0 in Ω,

∂u

∂ν
= g on ∂Ω,

(1.1)
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while the background solution U satisfies







∆U + ω2U = 0 in Ω,

∂U

∂ν
= g on ∂Ω.

(1.2)

Here, ν is the outward normal to ∂Ω and 1D is the characteristic function of
D.

The problem under consideration is the following one: given the field u
measured at the surface of the domain Ω, we want to estimate the location of
the anomaly D.

Suppose that the anomaly is D = za + δB, where za is the “center” of
D, B is a smooth reference domain which contains the origin, and δ, the
characteristic size of D, is a small parameter.

We provide an asymptotic expansion of the boundary pressure perturba-
tions, u − U , as δ goes to zero. For doing so, we need to introduce a few
auxiliary functions that can be computed either analytically or numerically.

For B a smooth bounded domain in R
d and 0 < k 6= 1 < +∞ a material

parameter, let v̂ = v̂(k,B) be the solution to







































∆v̂ = 0 in R
d \ B,

∆v̂ = 0 in B,

v̂|− − v̂|+ = 0 on ∂B,

k
∂v̂

∂ν

∣

∣

∣

∣

−

− ∂v̂

∂ν

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

= 0 on ∂B,

v̂(ξ) − ξ → 0 as |ξ| → +∞.

(1.3)

Here we denote
v|±(ξ) := lim

t→0+
v(ξ ± tνξ), ξ ∈ ∂B,

and
∂v

∂ν

∣

∣

∣

∣

±

(ξ) := lim
t→0+

νT
ξ ∇v(ξ ± tνξ), ξ ∈ ∂B,

if the limits exist, where νξ is the outward unit normal to ∂B at ξ and T
stands for the transpose (so that aT b is the scalar product of the two vectors
a and b). Recall that v̂ plays the role of the first-order corrector in the theory
of homogenization [18].

Define the polarization tensor M(k,B) = (Mpq)
d
p,q=1 by

Mpq(k,B) := (k − 1)

∫

B

∂v̂q

∂ξp
(ξ) dξ, (1.4)

where v̂ = (v̂1, . . . , v̂d)
T is the solution to (1.3). The formula of the polar-

ization tensor for ellipses will be useful. In dimension d = 2, let B be an
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ellipse whose semi-axes are along the x1− and x2−axes and of length a and
b, respectively. Then, M(k,B) takes the form [8]

M(k,B) = (k − 1)|B|







a + b

a + kb
0

0
a + b

b + ka






. (1.5)

For ω ≥ 0, let for x 6= 0,

Γω(x) =















eiω|x|

4π|x| , d = 3,

i

4
H

(1)
0 (ω|x|), d = 2,

(1.6)

which is the outgoing fundamental solution for the Helmholtz operator −(∆+

ω2) in R
d. Here, H

(1)
0 is the Hankel function of the first kind of order zero.

Let the integral operator Kω
Ω be defined by

Kω
Ω [ϕ](x) =

∫

∂Ω

∂Γω(x − y)

∂ν(y)
ϕ(y)dσ(y), x ∈ ∂Ω.

For z ∈ Ω, let us now introduce the Neumann function for −(∆ + ω2) in
Ω corresponding to a Dirac mass at z. That is, Nω is the solution to







−(∆x + ω2)Nω(x,z) = δz in Ω,

∂Nω

∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω.

(1.7)

We will need the following lemma from [10, Proposition 2.8].

Lemma 1.1 The following identity relating the fundamental solution Γω to
the Neumann function Nω holds:

(

− 1

2
I + Kω

Ω

)

[Nω(·,z)](x) = Γω(x − z), x ∈ ∂Ω, z ∈ Ω. (1.8)

In (1.8), I denotes the identity.
Assuming that ω2 is not an eigenvalue for the operator −∆ in L2(Ω) with

homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, we can prove, using the theory
of relatively compact operators, the existence and uniqueness of a solution
to (1.1) at least for δ small enough [19]. Moreover, the following asymptotic
formula for boundary pressure perturbations that are due to the presence of
a small acoustic anomaly holds [7, 19].

Theorem 1.2 Let u be the solution of (1.1) and let U be the background
solution. Suppose that D = za + δB, with 0 < (K, ρ) 6= (1, 1) < +∞. Suppose
that ωδ � 1.
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(i) For any x ∈ ∂Ω,

u(x) = U(x) − δd
(

∇U(za)T M(1/ρ,B)∇zNω(x,za)

+ω2(K−1 − 1)|B|U(za)Nω(x,za)
)

+ o(δd), (1.9)

where M(1/ρ,B) is the polarization tensor associated with B and 1/ρ.
(ii) Let w be a smooth function such that (∆ + ω2)w = 0 in Ω. The weighted

boundary measurements Iw[U, ω] defined by

Iw[U, ω] :=

∫

∂Ω

(u − U)(x)
∂w

∂ν
(x) dσ(x) (1.10)

satisfies

Iw[U, ω] ' −δd
(

∇U(za)T M(1/ρ,B)∇w(za)+ω2(K−1−1)|B|U(za)w(za)
)

.

(1.11)

Combining (1.9) and Lemma 1.1, the following corollary immediately holds.

Corollary 1.3 For any x ∈ ∂Ω,

(−1

2
I + Kω

Ω)[u − U ](x) = −δd
(

∇U(za)T M(1/ρ,B)∇zΓω(x − za)

+ω2(K−1 − 1)|B|U(za)Γω(x − za)
)

+o(δd). (1.12)

1.3 Direct Imaging Algorithms

1.3.1 Direct Imaging at a Fixed Frequency

In this section, we apply the asymptotic formulas (1.9) and (1.11) for the
purpose of identifying the location and certain properties of the shape of the
acoustic anomalies.

Consider P well-separated anomalies Dp = zp + δBp, p = 1, . . . , P . The
volumetric mass density and bulk modulus of Dp are denoted by ρp and Kp,
respectively. Suppose that all the domains Bp are disks.

MUSIC-type Algorithm

Let (θ1, . . . ,θn) be n unit vectors in R
d. For θ ∈ {θ1, . . . ,θn}, we assume that

we are in possession of the boundary data u when the domain Ω is illuminated

with the plane wave U(x) = eiωθT x. Therefore, taking the harmonic function

w(x) = e−iωθ′T x for θ′ ∈ {θ1, . . . ,θn} and using (1.5) shows that the weighted
boundary measurement is approximately equal to
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Iw[U, ω] ' −
P

∑

p=1

|Dp|ω2
(

2
ρ−1

p − 1

ρ−1
p + 1

θT θ′ + K−1
p − 1

)

eiω(θ−θ′)T zp .

Define the response matrix A = (All′)
n
l,l′=1 ∈ C

n×n by

All′ := Iwl′
[Ul, ω], (1.13)

where Ul(x) = eiωθT
l x, wl(x) = e−iωθT

l x, l = 1, . . . , n. It is approximately
given by

All′ ' −
P

∑

p=1

|Dp|ω2
(

2
ρ−1

p − 1

ρ−1
p + 1

θT
l θl′ + K−1

p − 1
)

eiω(θl−θl′ )
T zp ,

for l, l′ = 1, . . . , n. Introduce the n-dimensional vector fields g(j), defined for
j = 1, . . . , d + 1, by

g(j)(x) =
1√
n

(

eT
j θ1e

iωθT
1 x, . . . ,eT

j θneiωθT
n x

)T
, j = 1, . . . , d, (1.14)

and

g(d+1)(x) =
1√
n

(

eiωθT
1 x, . . . , eiωθT

n x
)T

, (1.15)

where (e1, . . . ,ed) is an orthonormal basis of R
d. Let Pnoise = I−P, where P

is the orthogonal projection onto the range of A. The MUSIC-type imaging
functional is defined by

IMU(zS , ω) :=
(

d+1
∑

j=1

‖Pnoiseg
(j)(zS)‖2

)−1/2

. (1.16)

This functional has large peaks only at the locations of the anomalies; see,
e.g., [1].

Backpropagation-type Algorithms

Let (θ1, . . . ,θn) be n unit vectors in R
d. A backpropagation-type imaging

functional at a single frequency ω is given by

IBP(zS , ω) :=
1

n

n
∑

l=1

e−2iωθT
l zS

Iwl
[Ul, ω], (1.17)

where Ul(x) = wl(x) = eiωθT
l x, l = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that (θ1, . . . ,θn) are

equidistant points on the unit sphere Sd−1. For sufficiently large n, we have

1

n

n
∑

l=1

eiωθT
l x ' 4(

π

ω
)d−2 Im

{

Γω(x)
}

=

{

sinc(ω|x|) for d = 3,

J0(ω|x|) for d = 2,
(1.18)
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where sinc(s) = sin(s)/s is the sinc function and J0 is the Bessel function of
the first kind and of order zero.

Therefore, it follows that

IBP(zS , ω) '
P

∑

p=1

|Dp|ω2
(

2
ρ−1

p − 1

ρ−1
p + 1

−(K−1
p −1)

)

×
{

sinc(2ω|zS − zp|) for d = 3,

J0(2ω|zS − zp|) for d = 2.

These formulae show that the resolution of the imaging functional is the stan-
dard diffraction limit. It is of the order of half the wavelength λ = 2π/ω. Note
that the above backpropagation-type algorithm is a simplified version of the
algorithm studied in [4, 5]. In fact, instead of using only the diagonal terms
of the response matrix A, defined by (1.13), we can use the whole matrix to
define the Kirchhoff migration functional:

IKM(zS , ω) =
d+1
∑

j=1

g(j)(zS)
T
Ag(j)(zS), (1.19)

where g(j) are defined by (1.14) and (1.15).
Suppose for simplicity that P = 1 and ρ = 1. In this case the response

matrix is

A = −n|D|ω2(K−1 − 1)g(d+1)(za)g(d+1)(za)
T

and we can prove that IMU is a nonlinear function of IKM [4]:

IKM(zS , ω) = −n|D|ω2(K−1 − 1)

(

1 − I−2
MU(zS , ω)

)

.

Moreover, in the presence of additive measurement noise, the response matrix
can be written as

A = −n|D|ω2(K−1 − 1)g(d+1)(za)g(d+1)(za)
T

+ σωW,

where W is a complex symmetric Gaussian matrix with mean zero and vari-
ance 1. According to [4], the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the imaging
functional IKM, defined by

SNR(IKM) =
E[IKM(za, ω)]

Var(IKM(za, ω))1/2
,

is then equal to

SNR(IKM) =
n|D|ω|K−1 − 1|

σ
. (1.20)

For the MUSIC algorithm, the peak of IMU is affected by measurement
noise. We have [16]

IMU(za, ω) =

{

n|D|ω|K−1−1|
σ if n|D|ω|K−1 − 1| � σ,

1 if n|D|ω|K−1 − 1| � σ.
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Suppose now that the medium is randomly heterogeneous around a con-
stant background. Let K be the bulk modulus of the anomaly D. The index
of refraction is of the form 1 + (K−1 − 1)1D(x) + µ(x), where 1 stands for
the constant background, (K−1 − 1)1D(x) stands for the localized pertur-
bation of the index of refraction due to the anomaly, and µ(x) stands for
the fluctuations of the index of refraction due to clutter. We assume that µ
is a random process with Gaussian statistics and mean zero, and that it is
compactly supported within Ω.

If the random process µ has a small amplitude, then the background so-
lution U , i.e., the field that would be observed without the anomaly, can be
approximated by

U(x) ' U (0)(x) − ω2

∫

Ω

N (0)
ω (x,y)µ(y)U (0)(y) dy,

where U (0) and N
(0)
ω are respectively the background solution and the Neu-

mann function in the constant background case. On the other hand, in the
weak fluctuation regime, the phase mismatch between Nω(x,za), the Neu-

mann function in the random background, and N
(0)
ω (x,zS) when zS is close

to za comes from the random fluctuations of the travel time between x and
za which is approximately equal to the integral of µ/2 along the ray from x

to za:
Nω(x,za) ' N (0)

ω (x,za)eiωT (x),

with

T (x) ' |x − za|
2

∫ 1

0

µ
(

za +
x − za

|x − za|
s
)

ds.

Therefore, for any smooth function w satisfying (∆ + ω2)w = 0 in Ω, the
weighted boundary measurements Iw[U (0), ω], defined by (1.10), is approxi-
mately given by

Iw[U (0), ω] ' −|D|ω2(K−1 − 1)e−
ω2Var(T )

2 w(za)U (0)(za)

−ω2

∫

Ω

w(y)U (0)(y)µ(y) dy,
(1.21)

provided that the correlation radius of the random process µ is small [3].
Expansion (1.21) shows that the medium noise reduces the height of the main

peak of IKM by the damping factor e−ω2Var(T )/2 and on the other hand it
induces random fluctuations of the associated image in the form of a speckle
field.

Topological Derivative Based Imaging Functional

The topological derivative based imaging functional was introduced in [3].
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Let D′ = zS + δ′B′, K ′ > 1, ρ′ > 1, B′ be chosen a priori, and let δ′ be
small. If K < 1 and ρ < 1, then we choose K ′ < 1 and ρ′ < 1.

Let w be the solution of the Helmholtz equation






∆w + ω2w = 0 in Ω,

∂w

∂ν
= (−1

2
I + (K−ω

Ω )∗)(−1

2
I + Kω

Ω)[U − umeas] on ∂Ω,
(1.22)

where umeas is the boundary pressure in the presence of the acoustic anomaly.
The function w is obtained by backpropagating the Neumann data

(−1

2
I + (Kω

Ω)∗)(−1

2
I + Kω

Ω)[U − umeas]

inside the background medium (without any anomaly). Note that (Kω
Ω)∗ =

(K−ω
Ω )∗.
For a single measurement, we introduce the topological derivative imaging

functional:

ITD[U ](zS) = Re

{

∇U(zS)T M(1/ρ′, B′)∇w(zS)+ω2(K ′−1−1)|B′|U(zS)w(zS)

}

.

(1.23)
The functional ITD[U ](zS) gives, at every search point zS ∈ Ω, the sensi-

tivity of the misfit function

E [U ](zS) :=
1

2

∫

∂Ω

∣

∣(−1

2
I + Kω

Ω)[uzS − umeas](x)
∣

∣

2
dσ(x),

where uzS is the solution of (1.1) with the anomaly D′ = zS + δ′B′. The
location of the maximum of zS 7→ ITD[U ](zS) corresponds to the point at
which the insertion of an anomaly centered at that point maximally decreases
the misfit function. Using Corollary 1.3, we can show that the functional ITD

attains its maximum at zS = za; see [3]. It is also shown in [3] that the
postprocessing of the data set by applying the integral operator (− 1

2I +Kω
Ω)

is essential in order to obtain an efficient topological based imaging functional,
both in terms of resolution and stability.

For multiple measurements, Ul, l = 1, . . . , n, the topological derivative
based imaging functional is simply given by

ITD(zS , ω) :=
1

n

n
∑

l=1

ITD[Ul](z
S). (1.24)

Let, for simplicity, (θ1, . . . ,θn) be n equi-distributed directions on the unit
sphere and consider Ul to be the plane wave

Ul(x) = eiωθT
l x, x ∈ Ω, l = 1, . . . , n. (1.25)

Let
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rω(zS ,z) :=

∫

∂Ω

Γω(x − zS)Γω(x − z) dσ(x) (1.26)

Rω(zS ,z) :=

∫

∂Ω

∇zΓω(x − zS)∇zΓω(x − z)T dσ(x). (1.27)

Note that Rω(zS ,z) is a d × d matrix. When ρ = 1, we have

ITD[U ](zS) ' δdω4(K ′−1 − 1)(K−1 − 1)|B′|Re

{

U(zS)rω(zS ,za)U(za)

}

,

(1.28)
where rω is given by (1.26). Therefore, by computing the topological deriva-
tives for the n plane waves (n sufficiently large), it follows from (1.18) together
with

∫

∂Ω

Γω(x − z)Γω(x − zS) dσ(x) ∼ 1

ω
Im

{

Γω(zS − z)
}

, d = 2, 3, (1.29)

where A ∼ B means A ' CB for some constant C independent of ω, that

1

n

n
∑

l=1

ITD[Ul](z
S) ∼ ω5−d(Im

{

Γω(zS − za)
}

)2.

Similarly, when K = 1, by computing the topological derivatives for the n
plane waves, Ul, l = 1, . . . , n, given by (1.25), we obtain

1

n

n
∑

l=1

ITD[Ul](z
S) ' δdω2 1

n

n
∑

l=1

Re
{

eiωθT
l (zS−za)

[

θT
l M(1/ρ′, B′)Rω(zS ,za)M(1/ρ,B)T θl

]}

.

Using ρ′ = 0 and B′ the unit disk, the polarization tensor M(1/ρ′, B′) = CdI,
where Cd is a constant, is proportional to the identity [8]. If, additionally, we
assume that M(1/ρ,B) is approximately proportional to the identity, which
occurs in particular when B is a disk or a ball, then by using

∫

∂Ω

∇zΓω(x−zS)∇zΓω(x−z)T dσ(x) ∼ ω Im
{

Γω(zS−z)
}

(

z − zS

|z − zS |

)(

z − zS

|z − zS |

)T

,

(1.30)
we arrive at

1

n

n
∑

l=1

ITD[Ul](z
S) ∼ ω5−d(Im

{

Γω(zS − za)
}

)2. (1.31)

Therefore, ITD attains its maximum at za. Moreover, the resolution for
the location estimation is given by the diffraction limit. We refer the reader
to [3] for a detailed stability analysis of ITD with respect to both medium
and measurement noises as well as its resolution. In the case of measurement
noise, the SNR of ITD,
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SNR(ITD) =
E[ITD(za, ω)]

Var(ITD(za, ω))1/2
,

is equal to

SNR(ITD) =

√
2π1−d/2ω(d+1)/2|U(za)|(K−1 − 1)|D|

σ
,

where σ2 is the noise variance.
In the case of medium noise, let us introduce the kernel

Q(zS ,za) := Re
{

U (0)(zS)U (0)(za)

∫

∂Ω

Γω(x − zS)Γω(x − za) dσ(x)
}

.

We can express the topological derivative imaging functional as follows [3]:

ITD[U (0)](zS) ' ω4(K ′−1 − 1)|B′|
∫

Ω

µ(y)Q(zS ,y) dy

+ω4(K ′−1 − 1)(K−1 − 1)|B′||D|Q(zS ,za)e−
ω2Var(T )

2 ,
(1.32)

provided, once again, that the correlation radius of the random process µ is
small. Consequently, the topological derivative has the form of a peak centered
at the location za of the anomaly (second term of the right-hand side of (1.32))
buried in a zero-mean Gaussian field or speckle pattern (first term of the right-
hand side of (1.32)) that we can characterize statistically.

1.3.2 Direct Imaging at Multiple Frequencies

Let (θ1, . . . ,θn) be n equi-distributed directions on the unit sphere. We con-
sider plane wave illuminations at multiple frequencies, (ωk)k=1,...,m, instead
of a fixed frequency:

Ulk(x) := U(x,θl, ωk) = eiωkθT
l x,

and record the acoustic perturbations due to the anomaly. In this case, we
can construct the topological derivative imaging functional by summing over
frequencies

ITDF(zS) :=
1

m

m
∑

k=1

ITD(zS , ωk). (1.33)

Suppose for simplicity that ρ = 1. Then, (1.28) and (1.29) yield

ITDF(zS) ∼
∫

ω

ω5−d

(

Im
{

Γω(zS − z)
}

)2

dω, d = 2, 3,

and hence, ITDF(zS) has a large peak only at za. In the general case, we can
use (1.30) to state the same behavior at za.
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An alternative imaging functional when searching for an anomaly using
multiple frequencies is the reverse time migration imaging functional [11]:

IRMF(zS) :=
1

nm

n
∑

l=1

m
∑

k=1

U(zS ,θl, ωk)

∫

∂Ω

(−I
2

+Kωk

Ω )(u−U)(x,θl, ωk)Γωk
(x,zS) dσ(x).

(1.34)
In fact, when for instance ρ = 1,

IRMF(zS) ∼ 1

nm

m
∑

l=1

m
∑

k=1

ω3
kU(za,θl, ωk)U(zS ,θl, ωk)Im{Γωk

(zS − za)},

and therefore, it is approximately proportional to

∫

Sd−1

∫

ω

ω3eiωθT (zS−za)Im{Γω(zS−za)}dωdσ(θ) ∼
∫

ω

ω5−d

(

Im{Γω(zS−za)}
)2

dω,

where Sd−1 is the unit sphere and d = 2, 3. Hence,

IRMF(zS) ∼ ITDF(zS).

Finally, it is also possible to use a backpropagation imaging functional:

IBPF(zS) :=
1

m

m
∑

k=1

IBP(zS , ω),

or a Kirchhoff imaging functional:

IKMF(zS) :=
1

m

m
∑

k=1

IKM(zS , ω).

We contrast this with the matched field imaging functional:

IMF(zS) :=
1

m

m
∑

k=1

|IKM(zS , ω)|2,

in which the phase coherence between the different frequency-dependent
acoustic perturbations is not exploited. This makes sense when the different
frequency-dependent perturbations are incoherent.

If the measurement noises νnoise(x, ωk), k = 1, . . . ,m, are independent and
identically distributed, the multiple frequencies enhance the detection perfor-
mance via a higher “effective” SNR.

If some correlation between frequency-dependent perturbations exit, for
example because of a medium noise, then summing over frequencies an imag-
ing functional is not appropriate. A single-frequency imaging functional at the
frequency which maximizes the SNR may give a better reconstruction.
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In the presence of a medium noise, a CINT procedure may be appropriate.
Following [13,14] a CINT-like algorithm is given by

ICINT(zS) =

∫

Sd−1

∫

ω1

∫

ω2

∫

∂Ω

∫

∂Ω

e
−

|ω1−ω2|2

2Ω2
D e

−
|x1−x2|2

2X2
D

(−I
2

+ Kω1

Ω )(u − U)(x1,θ, ω1)Γω1
(x1,z

S)U(zS ,θ, ω1)

(−I
2

+ Kω2

Ω )(u − U)(x2,θ, ω2)Γω2
(x2,z

S)U(zS ,θ, ω2)dσ(x)dω1dω2dσ(θ).

(1.35)
The purpose of the CINT-like imaging functional ICINT is to keep in (1.35) the
pairs (x1, ω1) and (x2, ω2) for which the postprocessed data (− 1

2I +Kω1

Ω )[u−
U ](x1, ω1) and (− 1

2I + Kω2

Ω )[u − U ](x1, ω1) are coherent, and to remove the
pairs that do not bring information.

Depending on the parameters XD, ΩD, we get different trade-offs between
resolution and stability. When XD and ΩD become small, ICINT presents
better stability properties at the expense of a loss of resolution. In the limit
XD → ∞, ΩD → ∞, we get the square of the topological derivative functional
ITDF. A precise stability and resolution analysis for ICINT can be derived by
exactly the same arguments as those in [2].

1.4 Numerical Illustrations

In this section we present results of numerical experiments to illustrate the
performance of the imaging functionals introduced in the previous section.

We consider the two-dimensional case (d = 2). The domain Ω is the unit
disk. We simulate the measurements using a finite-element method to solve
the Helmholtz equation. We use a piecewise linear representation of the solu-
tion u and piecewise constant representations of the parameter distributions
1Ω\D(x)+ρ−11D(x) and 1Ω\D(x)+K−11D(x). We consider a small anomaly

D = za + δB with za = (−0.3, 0.5), δ = 0.05, and B being the unit disk.

1.4.1 Measurements at a Fixed Frequency

We fix the working frequency ω to be equal to 6, which corresponds to a
wavelength λ ' 1. We assume that the measurements correspond to the plane

wave illuminations, Ul(x) = eiωθT
l x, at the equi-distributed directions θl, for

l = 1, . . . , n = 50.

Bulk Modulus Contrast Only

Here, the parameters of the anomaly are ρ = 1 and K = 1/2.
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Resolution in the Absence of Noise

Within the above setting, we first present results of the described algorithms
in the absence of noise. In Fig. 1.1, plots of ITD(zS , ω), defined by (1.24),
with n = 50 and n = 2 illustrate the efficiency of the proposed topologi-
cal derivative based imaging procedure. The imaging functional ITD(zS , ω)
reaches its maximum at the location za of the anomaly and behaves, accord-
ingly to (1.30), like J0(ω|zS − za|)2 if the number n of incident waves is large
while for small n, it behaves, as expected, like J0(ω|zS − za|).

Fig. 1.1. Plots of ITD(zS
, ω) defined by (1.24) with n = 50 (left) and n = 2 (right).

In Fig. 1.2, we present two MUSIC-type reconstructions. Given the struc-
ture of the response matrix A with ρ = 1 (contrast only on the K distribu-
tion), it is known that its SVD yields only one significant singular value. See,
e.g., [1,6]. Thus, the illumination vectors g(1) and g(2) (see Eq. (1.14)) do not
belong to the signal subspace of A. Using these vectors in the projection step
generates a blurred MUSIC image (figure on the left). To get a sharp peak, we
should project only the illumination vector g(3) (figure on the right), which
assumes a priori knowledge of the physical nature of the contrast.

As shown in Fig. 1.3, the backpropagation image of the anomaly has the
expected behavior of the Bessel function and reaches its maximum at the
location of the anomaly.

Stability with Respect to Measurement and Medium Noises

We now consider imaging at a fixed frequency from noisy data. We first
add electronic (measurement) noise νnoise to the previous measurements
ui,meas, i = 1, . . . , n. Here, νnoise is a white Gaussian noise with standard
deviation σ% of the L2 norm of umeas and σ ranges from 0 to 30. We compute
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Fig. 1.2. Left: MUSIC image using the projection of g(1)
, g(2)

, and g(3) on the
signal subspace of A. Right: MUSIC image using the projection of g(3) on the signal
subspace of A.

Fig. 1.3. Plot of IBP(zS
, ω) defined by (1.17) with n = 50.

Nr = 250 realizations of such noise and apply different imaging algorithms.
Fig. 1.4 presents the results of computational experiments. It clearly shows
that the topological derivative based functional performs as good as Kirch-
hoff migration and much better than MUSIC and backpropagation, specially
at high levels of electronic noise.

We now suppose that the medium bulk modulus is randomly heterogeneous
around a constant background: K−1(x) = 1 + (K−1 − 1)1D(x) + µ(x). To
simulate µ, we first generate on a grid a white Gaussian noise. Then we filter
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Fig. 1.4. Standard deviations of localization error with respect to electronic noise
level for IMU, IBP, IKM, and ITD with n = 50.

the Gaussian noise in the Fourier domain by applying a low-pass wavenumber
filter. The parameters of the filter are linked to the correlation length lµ of
µ [17]. Fig. 1.5 shows a typical realization of a medium noise and its projection
on the finite-element mesh.

Fig. 1.5. Realization of a medium noise.

Comparisons between the standard deviations of the localization error with
respect to clutter noise for the discussed imaging algorithms are given in
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Fig. 1.6. Again, the topological derivative based imaging functional is the
most robust functional.

Fig. 1.6. Standard deviations of localization error with respect to clutter noise for
IMU, IBP, IKM, and ITD with n = 50.

Density Contrast Only

Here, the parameters of the anomaly are ρ = 1/2 and K = 1.

Resolution in the Absence of Noise

As shown in Fig. 1.7, the topological derivative based imaging functional
ITD(zS , ω) reaches its maximum at the location of the anomaly.

Fig. 1.8 shows MUSIC images. As expected from the structure of the
response matrix with K = 1 (ρ contrast only), its SVD yields two significant
singular values [1, 6, 15]. Thus, the illumination vector g(3) does not belong
to the signal subspace of the response matrix A. As before, using this vector
in the projection step generates a blurred MUSIC peak (figure on the left).
To get a sharp peak, we should only project the illumination vectors g(1) and
g(2) (figure on the right).

As shown in Fig. 1.9, the backpropagation image has the expected behavior
and reaches its maximum at the location of the anomaly.
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Fig. 1.7. Plots of ITD(zS
, ω) with (left) n = 50 and (right) n = 2.

Fig. 1.8. Left: MUSIC image using projection of g(1)
, g(2)

, g(3) on the signal sub-
space of A. Right: image using projection of g(1) and g(2) on the signal subspace of
A.

Stability with Respect to Measurement and Medium Noises

We carry out the same analysis as in the case of only a bulk modulus contrast.
Fig. 1.10 gives the standard deviation of the localization error as function of
the noise level σ for each algorithm.

Again, the topological derivative algorithm seems to be the most robust.
Finally, we suppose that the medium density is randomly heterogeneous

around a constant background: ρ−1(x) = 1 + (ρ−1 − 1)1D(x) + µ(x), with µ
a random process of mean zero and tunable standard deviation σ. As before,
we compute Nr = 250 realizations of such clutter and the corresponding
measurements. We then apply the localization algorithms. Stability results
are given in Fig. 1.11. They clearly indicate the robustness of the topological
derivative based imaging functional.
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Fig. 1.9. Backpropagation image.

Fig. 1.10. Standard deviations of localization error with respect to electronic noise
level for IMU, IBP, IKM, and ITD with n = 50.

1.4.2 Measurements at Multiple Frequencies

We illustrate the multifrequency approach with a bulk modulus contrast in-
clusion. We choose m = 30 frequencies between 0 and ωM = 6 and keep
n = 50 equidistributed illuminations.
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Fig. 1.11. Standard deviations of the localization error with respect to clutter noise
for IMU, IBP, IKM, and ITD with n = 50.

Measurement Noise

We solve the Helmholtz equation for the n illuminations and m frequencies. We
then add a white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ ranging from 0 to
120% of the L2 norm of the measurements. We apply the algorithms (Kirchhoff
Migration MF, Matched Field MF and Topological Derivative TDF) and plot
as previously the standard deviation of the localization error |zest − za| as of
function of the noise level for Nr = 250 realizations.

Fig. 1.12 shows the robustness of ITDF. We also see from Fig. 1.12 that
the multifrequency approach yields an improvement by a factor of

√
m in

the SNR. Here the noise acts incoherently on the amplitude of the signal
but not on its phase. Averaging multifrequency measurements cancels such
incoherent noise. Moreover, given the expression (1.20) of the SNR of Kirchhoff
Migration as a function of ω, it is expected that we should observe even slightly
better stability if we repeat m experiments at the highest available frequency
available and use IKMF for image reconstruction.

Medium Noise

We simulate a clutter as described previously with σ still ranging from 0 to
10% of the mean value of the process µ. Here, measurements at each frequency
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Fig. 1.12. Standard deviations of the localization error with respect to measurement
noise for IBPF, IKMF, IMF, and ITDF with m = 30 and n = 50.

will be obtained in the same noisy medium. We cannot observe noise cancel-
lation because the noise induced by such clutter is coherent and acts on the
phase of the signal. Indeed, taking multifrequency measurements and bluntly
summing is not what should be done. Given the SNR of ITD in this case [3],
we can compute the frequency for which we will get the most stable image. It
is the frequency at which the SNR is maximal:

ωbest =
1

σ

√

2

lµLµ
,

where lµ is the correlation length of µ and Lµ is the propagation distance
through the clutter. Since in our case lµ and σ are small and Lµ is of order
one, ωbest is out of the chosen frequency range. Our best shot is then to use
ω = ωmax.

Fig. 1.13 illustrates the previous observation: summing over frequencies the
topological derivative imaging functional seems to be counter-productive for a
clutter noise medium. A solution to make use of multifrequency measurements
in the case of noisy medium could be the CINT inspired approach described
previously. However, the computations become really heavy and tuning of the
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Fig. 1.13. Standard deviations of the localization error with respect to medium
noise for ITDF with m = 30 and n = 50 and ITD at ωmax for n = 50.

parameters ΩD, XD really fine, preventing a large scale stability analysis as
the one we carried out for other direct algorithms.

1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have compared the performance of direct anomaly detection
functionals at a fixed as well as multiple frequencies. We have carried out a
numerical stability and resolution analysis in the presence of medium and
measurement noises.

In the case of multifrequency measurements, we have proposed a CINT-
type imaging functional to correct the effect of an unknown cluttered bulk
modulus (random fluctuations around a known constant) on anomaly detec-
tion.

We have proved that the topological derivative imaging functional is quite
robust with respect to both measurement and medium noises.
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